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BMW  K1200LT / K1200RS 
Testing a Throttle Position Sensor (also called TPS) 
 

 
Many hours were spent to test and validate the information furnished in this document.  None of 
this information should be considered official, neither is it endorsed by BMW, BOSCH or BING. 
Use this document at your own risks. 
 

 
Introduction 
 

To the best of my knowledge, this information is applicable to all K1200RS, all K1200LT and also 
1st generation K1200GT (2003-2005).  These BMW motorcycles use very similar throttle-bodies 
(TB) type 95 made by BING and the same BOSCH Motronic MA 2.4 electronic fuel management 
(EFI). 
 
The TPS is made by BOSCH (their part number is “0 280 122 201”).  The same TPS was used in 
K1100RS/LT series and also in all BMW oilhead boxers R1100 / R1150.  The datasheet published 
by BOSCH gives this component a long service life.  Past experiences on K1200 series shows very 
few failures although a few more have happened on R1100/R1150 boxer where the TPS is subject 
to more vibrations (and prone to being hit).  
 
The TPS is a sealed unit - this is what it looks inside to better understand its function. 
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How does it work? 
 

The TPS job is to inform Motronic EFI how far and how fast the throttle is being opened. TPS 
internal design is 2 variable resistor tracks (2 potentiometers with linear characteristic curve).  The 
1st track is more sensitive as it will measure zero to 23 degrees throttle opening - the other track is 
used for the remaining range (20 to 86 degrees). You can obtain the BOSCH datasheet for more 
details if needed. 
 
 
Do not remove the TPS from the throttle-bodies unless you have a GS911 and the knowledge to 
adjust it properly. Otherwise, you will need to tow your bike back to the dealer.  This is the reason 
why BMW has put blue tamper-proof paint on the Torx screws holding the TPS to the TB assembly. 
 
 

The TPS connector has 4 pins (see picture above and diagram below) 
 
 

 
 
 
 

When the TPS is attached to Throttle-bodies on the K1200 engine, Pin #1 is the most inboard 
(closer to center of frame) and Pin #4 is the most outboard pin.  See photo on previous page. 

 
PIN #1:  output signal wire for resulting voltage on 1st resistance track.  The BOSCH datasheet 
gives values in terms of ratio for a given reference voltage.  Based on a 5 Volts reference voltage, 
this resistance track will output a signal between a minimum of 0.25 Volts (zero degree opening) to 
a maximum of 4.80 Volts (at 23 degrees opening and above).   
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PIN #2:  input for reference voltage (5 Volts) furnished by Motronic EFI unit.  Do not apply any 
voltage to this pin unless the TPS is disconnected from main harness.  Doing so could cause 
permanent damage to the Motronic EFI unit. 
 
PIN #3:  output signal wire for resulting voltage on 2nd resistance track.  The ECU uses the voltage 
signal from this Pin beginning at 20 degrees opening as a way to overlap with 1st track ending at 
23.  On this Pin, from 0 to 20 degrees, voltage is zero.  After 20 degrees, it is 0.15 Volts and should 
increase slowly.  The highest value is reached when the throttle is fully opened (approx. 4.6 Volts). 
 
PIN #4:  common ground signal  
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How to test a TPS on bench using an OhmMeter 
 
 

 
 
 

 
The easiest and safest method to test a TPS is to have the TB assy on bench (disconnected from 
bike harness) using an ANALOG OhmMeter connected to appropriate pins.  Because the 1st 
resistance track values change quickly a regular digital Multimeter could miss a small defect in the 
track resistance – any abnormal needle fluctuation is easier to see with an Analog meter. 
 
This “on bench” method also opens up possibility to test intermittent problems caused by 
temperature as you could potentially put the whole TB unit in fridge or a small oven before testing 
(BOSCH operating specs are from -40 to +85 Celsius). 
 
 
The BOSCH datasheet does not give exact resistance values, but my test on many units show that 
you should expect these values: 
 
Test between Pin #1 and #2  (first resistance track – lower throttle openings):   
Set your OhmMeter to read a maximum of 2K Ohms.  You should obtain a reading between 1550 
and 1600 Ohms (idle position, throttle closed with TVA removed) to a Minimum of 870 Ohms when 
you reach approximately 23 degrees opening.  Variation of +/-40 Ohms from these Min / Max are 
normal as long as the OhmMeter shows linear and progressive transition in both direction.  Repeat 
the test sequence several times.   
 
For this 1st resistance track readings past 23 degrees opening (to full throttle) are not useful. 
  
When the TPS is removed from the TB assembly, a higher resistance value (up to 1700 Ohms) is 
possible as the main idle stop screw is not limiting its rotation. 
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Test between Pin #3 and #2  (second resistance track):   
Only test this track if you have a problem at higher throttle opening (from1/3 throttle to full). 
Set your OhmMeter to read a maximum of 2K Ohms.  At maximum TB opening (full throttle) you 
should obtain a reading of 1120 Ohms.  
 
As you release the throttle to close it toward 23 degrees, the resistance should increase in linear 
fashion to 1870 Ohms.  At throttle opening lower than 23 degrees, the readings are meaningless 
on this track.  Variation of +/-40 Ohms from these values should be expected. 
 
 
Test between Pin #2 and #4:   
You should read a fixed resistance between 780 and 790 Ohms in any TPS rotation angle. 
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How to test a TPS “live” on bike with a Voltmeter 
 
Since Motronic process the TPS output signal in terms of a range between 0.32 Volts and 4.85 
Volts, it is appropriate to test this way. This method will also confirm the TPS is receiving the 
expected reference voltage of 5 Volts on Pin #2. 
 
Because you are hooked up “live” into the wire harness while the ignition is ON, there is always a 
risk of damage to Motronic EFI unit.  To reduce these risks, do NOT use any other function than 
DC-Volts on your Multimeter  -AND-  do not connect or disconnect any wire or any component 

while the ignition is ON.  
 
You can either pierce the wire leading to Pin #1 (although I do NOT like doing this) or you can 
install a very thin copper wire inside the connector on Pin #1 before you push it back into place 
(see photo below).  Do not remove more insulation from the wire than is necessary – you need to 
avoid shorting this wire to the engine or the frame.  A 2nd wire on Pin #4 is not needed as you can 
hook your Multimeter negative wire to any ground point leading to negative battery pole. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Because the TPS connector is squeezed in a very tight area between the frame and TB, you will 
need small hands to help push the connector back into the TPS and feel a positive “click”.  The 
wire can be left in place permanently as long as its end is well insulated when you are not using it  
(grounding Pin #1 wire accidently could damage the Motronic EFI unit).  
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This installation of a jumper wire is much easier to do if you have the TB already pulled up a few 
inches above engine. 
 
After hook-up, connect your positive multimeter to Pin #1 wire, the negative from multimeter to a 
ground point and set your Multimeter to a maximum of 5 Volts DC.  Because the TVA is pushing on 
TB rail, you will see a value that is higher, hence it is needed to unbolt TVA from its bracket before 
you turn the ignition ON to take these readings.  You should also undo the TVA connector to stop 
the TVA stepper motor from running. 
 
When set correctly with GS911 or the dealer’s computer, the lowest TPS voltage (without TVA) will 
be between 0.32 to 0.38 Volts.  As you open the throttle toward 23 degrees, the voltage should 
increase in linear fashion up to a maximum range of 4.60 to 4.80 Volts and stay that way until full 
throttle.  
 
The lower range is the most critical to check.  Repeat several times, slowly opening / closing the 
throttle to confirm the readings are consistent and always linear. 
 
Voltage values can also be measured the same way with the engine running, however because the 
TVA needs to be in place (otherwise idle would be too low) you will not be able to check the lowest 
range of TPS (at low idle stop).  Once it is warmed up, at a normal idle of 950 to 1050 RPM, the 
voltage reading should be between 0.55 and 0.70 Volts. 
 

When finished, do not forget to install and hook up the TVA connector (if it was removed during 
earlier tests). 
 
NOTE: Once the engine is warmed up, the Volts reading from TPS at idle will have a tendency to 

go up slightly. Hence it is always preferable to redo a final check at normal operating temperature 
(engine temp gauge at middle white line).  
 

 

Testing a TPS using a GS911 diagnostic tool 
 
The GS911 is a software and hardware combination that allows an interface between your BMW 
motorcycle diagnostic port and the Motronic EFI control module.  One feature (among many 
others) is to read the TPS values in “real-time”.  However, the following points will highlight why it is 
preferable to also confirm using the 2 methods mentioned earlier in this document: 
- The TPS real-time values are given in terms of degrees opening of throttle (not in Volts), 
- The smallest interval posted by Motronic is 0.32 degrees, 
- This small interval is roughly equivalent to 0.06 Volts of variation, 
- The smallest “real-time” sampling allowed may skip certain abnormal data points, 
 
If your TPS unit has a minor damage on one resistance track, the OhmMeter method described 
earlier will allow you to see abnormal data points (during a slow rotation) where the GS911 may not 
show it to you.  
 
To help troubleshoot a complex problem, the main advantage of a GS911 is to log “real-time” 
values while the engine is running.  Later, you are able to study the TPS data in the context of 
many other data points (RPM,  Engine-temperature, Oxygen-sensor signal...). 
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Known  Error codes related  to the TPS 
 

288:  “Throttle Position Sensor, Internal Fault on Upper or Lower Potentiometer Slider.” 
 
In general, the above fault will appear if TPS is not connected.  It is important to note that even with 
old fault codes stored in memory, Motronic will still function normally as long as the fault is not 
present at next ignition ON sequence. 

 

SUMMARY table of TPS values for Idle and low RPM range 
 
Table below will give a summary of values based on various parameters to be compared.   
Note that RPM are approximate and will apply only to a warmed-up engine under no load  
(engine running on center-stand).  
 
Also, as stated in previous section, resistance values will vary from a base reference because of 
production tolerances and internal wear (+/- 40 Ohms). For example, if your low resistance value at 
idle stop is 1590 (instead of 1580 on 3rd line), then all other higher throttle positions should be 
adjusted proportionally (roughly 8 Ohms between each line). 
 
The published values for VOLTS and GS911 TPS column from “real time values” menu are fairly 
precise and should be the main testing criteria.  See special notes 1 to 3 below table. 
 
 

Resistance 
OHMS 

(approx. range)  

VOLTS 
(range using digital meter) 

GS911  TPS 
(degree 
opening) 

Main 
Idle Screw 

(turns) 

RPM 
(approx. range) 

1592  to  1600 0.20  to  0.26  (see note 1) ZERO BASE ref. (see note 3) 

1584  to  1592 0.26  to  0.32   0.32 + 1/3 turn  N/A 

1576  to  1584 0.32  to  0.38  (see note 2) 0.64 + 3/4 turn  N/A 

1568  to  1576 0.38  to  0.44 0.96 + 1 1/8 turn N/A 

1560  to  1568 0.44  to  0.50 1.28 + 1 1/2 turn N/A 

1552  to  1560 0.50  to  0.56 1.60 + 1 7/8 turn   850  to  950 

1544  to  1552 0.56  to  0.62 1.92 + 2 1/4 turn   900  to  1000 

1536  to  1544 0.62  to  0.68 2.24 + 2 5/8  turn   950  to  1050 

1528  to  1536 0.68  to  0.74 2.56 + 3 turn 1000  to  1150 

 
Note 1:  The 1st line item for VOLTS is the base setting when throttle-bodies are fully closed - this is 

given for reference only.  Measuring this value would require tampering with the idle base screw 
(protected with blue paint).  All screws having blue tamper-proof paint should NOT be 
touched. 
 
Note 2:  The 3rd line for VOLTS is the expected base setting for TPS when the throttle-bodies are at 
normal idle stop (with TVA removed).  When adjusting TPS using the GS911 interface, this voltage 
range will match the acceptable green zone displayed on screen. 
 
Note 3:  No RPM values are given for lines 1 to 5 as idle would be too low, causing engine to stall.   
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*** End of Document *** 
 
 
 
 

Version 1.1  (February 3, 2015 ):  1st public version on BMWLT forums 

Version 1.2  (June 25, 2015 ): added TB assembly photo, section on testing using a GS911 and 

Summary Table of values.  Numerous editing changes, including page numbering. 

 

Version 1.3  (January 15, 2019 ): minor changes to section “Summary Table”.  Clarification on TPS 

function in section “How does it work”.  Added test between pin 2-4 in section “How to test a TPS 

on bench using an OhmMeter”.  Added a note about effect of engine temperature at end of section 

“How to test TPS live with a Voltmeter”. 

 


